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Tuning Entanglement for Spin and
Quantum Dot Systems
Zhen Huang and Sabre Kais, Department of Chemistry and Birck Nanotechnology Center, Purdue University
Introduction
The new research field of quantum information and computation has
emerged on the intersection between quantum physics, computer
science and mathematics. Its main idea is to treat information on the
basis of quantum mechanics so that computation and communication
are done with essentially quantum elements. At present quantum
information attracts enormous interest of  scientific community
becoming the priority research direction for many academic institution
and private companies. Our research has focused on quantifying and
tuning the Entanglement,   teleportation using quantum dots,
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 Quantifying and tuning entanglement in spin and quantum dot
systems.
 Understanding the decoherence of quantum bit, entangled states in
the spin and quantum dot systems.
Entanglement of Formation
 The pair entanglement can be defined as the von Neumann entropy of
either of the two subsystem A and  B
 Concurrence is the simply expression of Entanglement
Results and Discussions
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 Concurrence in spin system λ=J/2h, impurity at site 3
kbT = 0.0 kbT = 1.0
Time evolution of a single spin
interacting  with environment
Entanglement and populations
as functions of time
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